
 

2.3.2 Teachers use ICT enabled tools for effective teaching-learning process 

The Institute follows ICT enabled teaching in addition to the traditional classroom education. 

Subsequent efforts are taken by the institute to provide e-learning atmosphere in the classroom: 

In addition to chalk and talk method of teaching, the faculty members are using the IT enabled 

learning tools such as PPT, Video clippings , Audio system, online sources, to expose the students 

for advanced knowledge and practical learning. 

Classrooms are fully furnished with LCD/OHP/Computers 

Most of the faculty use interactive methods for teaching. The major emphasis is on classroom 

interaction in terms of research paper presentations, seminars, debates, group discussions, 

assignments, quiz/tests/viva and laboratory work. 

  

Institute premises are Wi-Fi enabled 

Specialized computer laboratory with an internet connection has been provided to promote 

independent learning. Railwire based Wi-Fi facility for access of internet is provided on individual 

laptop and mobile devices. 

Well security is provided to Wi-Fi users. Its access is controlled by the system administrator 

 

 

The following tools are used by the InstituteICT Tools: 

 

1. Projectors are available in different classrooms/labs 

2. Desktop and Laptops- Arranged at Computer Lab and Faculty cabins all over the campus. 

3. Printers- They are installed at office, HOD Cabins and all prominent places. 

4. Photocopier machines - Multifunction printers are available at all prominent places in the 

Institute.  

5. Seminar Rooms- Three seminar halls are equipped with all digital facilities. 
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6. Smart Board- Smart board is installed in the campus. 

7. Auditorium- It is digitally equipped with mike, projector, cameras and computer system. 

8. Online Classes through Zoom, Google Meet, Microsoft Team, Google Classroom) 

9. Digital Library resources (NDL etc) 

A. Use of ICT by Faculty PowerPoint presentations- Faculties are encouraged to use power-point 

presentations in their teaching by using LCD’s and projectors. They are also equipped by digital 

library, online search engines and websites to prepare effective presentations. 

B. Online quiz- Faculties prepare online quiz for students after the completion of each unit with 

the help of GOOGLE FORMS. 

C. Video Conferencing- Students are counseled with the help of Zoom / Google meet applications. 

D. Video lecture- Recording of video lectures is made available to students for long term learning 

and future referencing. 

E. Online competitions- Various technical events and management events such as Poster making, 

Ad-mad show, Project presentations, Debates, paper presentations etc. are being organized with 

the help of various Information Communication Tools. 

 

 

 


